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This talk approaches the distinctions and interworkings between notions of 

translation,imitation, and adaptation as textual practices between Arabic and English 

literatures during the Romantic period. I look at these conceptions as they appear both 

representationally and discursively in the Arabic scholarship of William Jones––

considered by some the "father of comparative linguistics," (1) as well as "the father 

of serious study of Arabic in Europe," (2)––polyglot translator, scholar, philologist, 

jurist and colonial administrator in British India. While Jones is indeed regarded for 

his role in the systemization of Semitic linguistics, scant attention has been dedicated 

to his Arabic translations and scholarship (relative to his celebrated role in the 

systemization of Sanskrit), and the subsequent influence of these works on British 

Romantic writers. 

Looking at his rejection of Aristotelian precepts regarding imitation in the 

treatises on Oriental poetics and aesthetics in, "Essay on the Arts, Commonly Called 

Imitative," and “On the Poetry of the Eastern Nations” (1772), as well as translations 

of preIslamic Arabic poetry with his 1783 publication of the Moallakat (Mu‘allaqāt) 

(3), I perform a partial reading of Jones’ choices and decisions in domesticating the 

Arabic metaphors and metonymical tropes of naturalistic and corporeal imagery from 

Imru' al Qays’s mu‘allaqah into English. 

Further, I look briefly at a short 1783 poem dedicated by Jones to his wife in 

imitation of preIslamic Arabic love poetry ("To Lady Jones: from the Arabic") as an 

example of a moment the geographic imagination of his theoretical writings on 

Oriental poetics turns from the originating space and gaze of ancient desert 

landscapes to the most intimate spaces of desire in terms of both language and 

romance––through formal adaptation and imitation––––in the form of English lyric 

poetry and the content of his actual matrimonial relationship, respectively. 
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3 I will discuss within this discussion of desire and translation, the help of his Syrian 

Arabic tutor and instructor Mizna. 


